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Background
• College of Communications, AD/PR 1999
• Merritt Group (McLean VA), 1999-2002
• Symantec Corporation (Herndon, VA), 2002-2007
• Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman (Washington, D.C.), 2007-2012
• W2 Communications (Fairfax, VA), 2012 -

Symantec Corporation
• 4th-largest software company at the time (after Microsoft, Oracle, IBM)
• World’s largest IT security software vendor
• Mission: Drive strategic visibility (“air cover”) for public sector sales, support key
public policy and government relations objectives

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
• Help Pillsbury Winthrop, Shaw Pittman deliver on merger momentum
• Drive “thought leadership” coverage for key law and consulting practices
• Advise and aid select clients’ communications (litigation, public policy, etc.)

W2 Communications
• Co-leader of cyber security practice team
• Full range communications consultancy (PR, social media, content development,
speaking, event management, go-to-market communications)
• Focus on “credibility campaigns” tailored to strategic business objectives

Communications in the cyber security industry
• Must quickly establish credibility to avoid irrelevance (sales, investment,
recruiting, key partnerships)
• Must convey very complex concepts (threats, defenses, benefits, etc.) to very
different audiences (C-Level, IT Admin., Risk Officers) - simultaneously
• Landscape constantly changing due to M&A, start-ups, industry trends
• Global cyber security market = $60B industry (Forbes, 8/14/13)
• Ponemon Institute's 2013 Cost of Data Breach Report: The organizational cost of
a data breach is $5.4 million, the 2013 cost of cybercrime has increased 26
percent since 2012

Defining value in communications
• Always come back to the organization’s real objectives – what is the story we
want to tell (and how is it different from what’s out there today)?
• How do we make greatest use of the organization’s greatest assets?
• Have we appropriately shaped (or bought into) the stakeholders’ goals and
expectations?
• [Green] – “I want to raise my visibility in front of C-Level executives concerned
about protecting their sensitive work/life communications.”
• [Yellow] – “I want to shorten our sales cycle.”
• [Red] – “We want to be the next WhatsApp!”

• Is the organization up for the challenge and commitments?
• How much flexibility do we have along the way?

Size-up critical success factors and influencers
• Who owns the given communications function? (CEO? CMO? Sales VP, VP
Corp. Comm.?)
• What kind of timeline are we really on?
• What does the organization’s DNA tell us about what we will experience?
(Risk tolerance, company structure and culture, history with the media and
communications, etc.)
• Scope and budget – what are the demands and constraints?
• On balance, are we being asked to “climb” (build our visibility) or “chase”
(keep up with Company-X)? Need to balance.

Fundamental challenge:
Aligning mediums, teams and messages
• Early 2000’s

• 2014

Portals, blogs, micro-sites:
•Sustainability
•Corp. social responsibility
•Diversity
•STEM

Noise to Nuance – What makes something stick?
• Organizations need to communicate more information more frequently – and
today use many more platforms, spokespeople and issues to do so (social media)
• Assess:
•
•
•
•

What is our objective? Who do we want to reach? What is our “story?”
What does our story look like now? Who is telling it – and where?
How can we utilize all communications to drive a consistent story?
Implement your changes and see what starts to resonate

• Today there are entire sciences around social media, SEO and other
technical/tactical tools communicators can use to their advantage
• Put these to work for your strategy

Collaboration game plan
• What to align – and how – depends on the organization (compare a start-up
software company to a large corporation)
• Recognize what everyone stands to gain from a consistent story and build chief
sponsors – or become one
• The most successful companies prize and seek out these individuals

• The objective should not be for PR (or any one team), alone, to dictate or
unilaterally set the message or alignment
• Pitch a comprehensive approach to stakeholders, clients and prospects –
leveraging how they are already “telling their story”

Case study
• Clear and consistent message: “First smartphone to put users in control of their
privacy”
• Harness tangible, inevitable trend: The need to reclaim privacy in a mobile world
• Set yourself apart: Easy to use, powerful, trusted

Value of “iterative” PR management
• PR is demanding and rewarding because
there are always new factors in play: new
issues, laws, competitors, crises – and
opportunities
• PR professionals’ clients and internal
stakeholders often want PR to predict as
much as possible for “future-proof” plans –
but this is only practical to a point
• Take an iterative strategy – master the
present (“1.0”) and adjust to tomorrow (“1.1”),
next quarter (“1.50”), next year (“2.0”)
• You cannot predict the future, but you can
anticipate who you will need to work with
internally and externally – focus on
relationships

Conclusions
• It has never been easier to create and disseminate messages and content, but real
value lies in coordination and research to guide campaigns
• Taking a template approach misses the mark
• Clients, other stakeholders should expect research and targeted plans from PR
managers and agencies – and empower them to deliver
• Take a wide view of what makes for the best campaign – from social, to media
relations, events – and more
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